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Abstract
BDDs are a data structure widely used in the formal verification and synthesis of
circuits nowadays. BDDmeter is a graphical extension to BDD libraries and
allow visualizing the dynamical behavior of the BDDs. BDDmeter makes it
possible to see, as graphic or as text, important informations for the user and
designer of BDD-based tools, making it easier to understand unexpected
bottlenecks during execution.
1 Introduction
Binary Decision Diagrams, or BDDs [BRY87], are a data structure used nowadays in
several activities of integrated circuit design. BDDs are a canonical representation of
Boolean functions provided that the order of input variables is fixed. In addition to this
uniqueness property, a BDD can be exponentially more compact than its corresponding truth
table representation. But the BDD for a given function can have many different forms,
depending on the permutation of the input variables - and sometimes the size of BDDs
greatly varies with the order.
If the function is very sensitive to the variable ordering, its BDD may vary extremely
(from linear to exponential size). Such functions often appear in real world application.
Several authors have proposed heuristics to help solve this problem [RUD93, ATB94,
KF98].
BDDmeter make it possible to see in real time the evolution of the characteristics of
the BDDs, including during variables reordering and to understand which variables
contribute to the bottleneck.
Our tool, BDDmeter, is a visual plug-in for BDD libraries. BDDmeter shows
graphically in real time several data related to BDDs, such as number of nodes for each
variable, the total size of the BDD, beyond other informations that aim to help the user of
these libraries.
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2 Tool description
2.1 Using BDDmeter
To use BDDmeter, the client application uses the usual methods of the BDD library.
When some graphical interface function is required, this called is transfered to the graphical
library. Three functions are added to BDDs library related to the graphical interface:
!bdd_gui_init

dispatches the thread of the graphical interface. This thread accesses the
informations of the BDDs library in mode read only.
!bdd_gui_message allows the client application to send messages for the user through a
dedicated text window in the graphical interface.
!bdd_gui_quit stops the executation of the graphical interface thread.
The threads [SUN96] were implemented with the POSIX library (pthreads), and the
graphical interface with the library Qt [TRO00]. Both libraries are free in a large number of
plataforms.
It is important to emphasize that including BDDmeter in client applications of the
BDD libraries is therefore very easy and may be done in few minutes by the developer of the
application.
2.2 Description of the Interface
The interface of BDDmeter has a main window (fig. 1), where three other windows
may be actived: (1) the interface shows a histogram that represent the number of nodes
associed the each variable (fig. 2); (2) the graphics of the evolution of the total BDD size; (3)
several statistics about the BDDs (fig. 3)
.

Figure 1 - Main window.
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Figure 2 - Graphic of the variables.
The informations of each window of BDDmeter are constantly refreshed, and the suer
can to choose the time interval between the refreshes.
In the window of fig. 2, the user can choose how the size of each variable should be
displayed: individual size of each variable (histogram) or the total size associed until that
variable (accumulating histogram).

Figure 3 - General statistics.
3 Conclusions
The tool is still being improved, as prototypes were presented to researchers working
on the development of BDD-based verification tools. There are good indications that the idea
of to allows a dynamic graphical visualization of BDDs is useful for the BDD comunity.
BDDmeter was quickly incorporated with a formal verification tool, fulfilling one initial
requisite.
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New functionalities are constantly added to BDDmeter, trying to supply necessities of
possible users of the tool.
Finally, we are initiating a new project, BDDtuner, that it will make it possible to
dynamically modify the configuration of the BDD. For instance, the user will be able to
reorder the variables at any moment of the execution.
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